HOUSE BUILDING TESTIMONIALS
Please note: Whitehead Chartered Surveyors was formed following the
merger of WPM and WA

STEVE WILLIAMS | Managing Director
I have had an association with WPM for the last couple of years,
mostly through our development at Barry Waterfront. This is
a large and very complex project encompassing remediation,
bulk earth moving, complex ecology, difficult phasing through
a single point of access and not least of all three National
House Builders all wanting slightly different things,
I have found during our association that WPM handle the
project in a professional manner, to expedite the handover
of serviced land parcels and give a thorough account at each
stage of the progress, whilst leaving the developers free to
plan and develop their sites.
HU LLEWELLYN | Technical Director
WPM have brought real expertise to the ongoing
implementation of our projects. Their combination of both
knowledge and experience has benefited Barratt Homes with
cost effective solutions to our challenging requirements. I have
found WPM to provide an exemplar service, in every respect
WPM enjoy my total trust. Following our introduction to WPM
I have been delighted with the quality of their work, their
expertise in the development field and would recommend their
service to anybody
DAVE THOMAS | Project Manager
WPM is a highly professional and diligent Project Management
consultancy. They consistently demonstrate their expertise
in bringing forward complex infrastructure under challenging
constraints. Jon Whitehead’s approach is always positive and
has proven to be an excellent intermediary on our consortium
projects
CRAIG SUGAR | Technical Director
WA have provided Project and Cost Management Services at
our Barry Waterfront development in the Vale of Glamorgan,
South Wales. The scheme is a flagship development with
planning permission to build up to 2000no dwellings, a retail
supermarket, primary school, office and retail buildings. The
scheme involves the complex reclamation of 100 acres of
former Port Authority land and is being developed under
a consortium agreement with Taylor Wimpey Homes and
Persimmon Homes. WA have provided an excellent service
since becoming involved in the project, leading the design
team and procuring infrastructure contracts on behalf of the
consortium. I would have no hesitation in recommending them
for Project and Cost Management Services.
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